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INTRODUCTION

Clean water. What sort of image do these two words evoke? Drinking
a glass of tap water from the faucet in your kitchen? An impromptu swim in
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a nearby pond or a lake on a hot summer afternoon? For the majority of
people, such activities may only be a distant memory or even totally unfamiliar. Bottled water rules the market and long gone are the days of diving into
a neighborhood spring or river because of their probable contamination.
On January 26, 2010, the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) proposed a new rule requiring the establishment of 1) numeric nutrient standards for Florida "to protect aquatic life in lakes and flowing
waters, including canals;" and 2) "regulations to establish a framework for
Florida to develop 'restoration standards' for impaired waters. ' The rule is
the product of environmental groups' dissatisfaction with the current nutrient
standards in Florida. 2 The January 2010 proposal "is part of a phased rulemaking process in which the EPA will propose and take final action in 2010
on numeric nutrient criteria for lakes and flowing waters and for estuarine
and coastal waters in 2011.,3
The purpose of this article is to show why adoption of numeric nutrient
water quality standards, while challenging and expensive, will most likely
prove to be beneficial and necessary for various water bodies and the population of Florida. Section II of this article will explain the basics of water eutrophication, or nutrient pollution, taking into consideration the differences
between natural and cultural eutrophication, nature and sources of main nutrients, and the effects of eutrophication. Section III will focus on the events
leading up to the EPA's proposal. In particular, it will address how the proposal developed; and explain the numeric and narrative nutrient standards,
the reasons and justifications for the proposed rule, and the reactions from
the state population. Finally, Section IV will conclude with a recap of the
history of and the effects of eutrophication in Florida's enormously significant Everglades ecosystem. Most importantly, it will discuss why the development of numeric nutrient criteria will be valuable in light of the uniqueness of the Everglades and the continued efforts employed in its restoration.

1. Water Quality Standards for the state of Florida's Lakes and Flowing Waters, 75 Fed.
Reg. 4174 (proposed Jan. 26, 2010) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 131).
2. See Meline MacCurdy, EPA Proposalfor Numeric Nutrient Standardsfor Florida
Waters Has National Implications, MARTEN LAW (Feb. 3, 2010), www.martenlaw.com/

newsletter/20100203-numeric-nutrient-standards.
3. Water Quality Standards for the state of Florida's Lakes and Flowing Waters, 75 Fed.
Reg. at 4175.
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THE ESSENTIALS OF EUTROPHICATION, OR NUTRIENT POLLUTION

Eutrophication is a term used to describe "[n]utrient over-enrichment of
freshwater and coastal ecosystems."'4 A waterbody (e.g., a lake, river, or a
canal) exhibiting an excess of nutrients may not present itself as an adverse
concept at first. For instance, in lakes, the "additional nutrients are food for
algae and fish, so the more eutrophic [the] lake is, the more living organisms
it sustains."5 Moreover, eutrophication is often a common natural phenomenon, whereby nutrients accumulate over time and eventually fill the basin of
a body of water.6 However, cultural eutrophication, another form of nutrient
pollution that is human-induced beyond natural levels, 7 has potential for disrupting ecosystem structure and function and further degrades the quality of
water.8
Main Culprits of CulturalEutrophication: Nitrogen and Phosphorus

A.

When referring to eutrophication caused by human activity, it is useful
to understand which nutrients are the main focus of concern. Two of the
in naturewhich contribute to anthropogenic-human
nutrients
eutrophication are nitrogen and phosphorus.9 Phosphorus is considered to be
the main catalyst for impairment of freshwater systems, while nitrogen is
associated with eutrophication of coastal systems.' ° It is important to note
4.

MINDY

SELMAN

&

SuzIE GREENHALGH,

SOURCES AND DRIVERS OF NUTRIENT POLLUTION 1

WORLD RES. INST.,

EUTROPHICATION:

(2009), available at http://www.wri.org/

publication/eutrophication-sources-and-drivers.
5. Lake Eutrophication, RMB ENVTL. LABS., INC., http://www.rmbel.infolReports/
Static/Eutrophication.aspx (last visited Aug. 1, 2011); see also SELMAN & GREENHALGH,
supra note 4, at I (Nutrients "are critical to biological processes in aquatic ecosystems"); see
also THOMAS OBREZA ET AL., UNIV. OF FLA., A GUIDE TO EPA's PROPOSED NUMERIC
NUTRIENT WATER QUALITY CRITERIA FOR FLORIDA 2 (Soil & Water Sci. Dep't et al., series no.
SL316, 2010), available at http:/edis.ifas.ufl.edu/pdffiles/ss/ss52800.pdf ("All living things
need nutrients to survive and grow .... ).
LAKE
SCIENTIST,
Eutrophication,
Mack,
Jeremy
6. See,
e.g.,
http://www.lakescientist.comlearn-about-lakes/water-quality/eutrophication.htmJ (last visited
Aug. 1, 2011) ("The process of eutrophication is natural."); see also Eutrophication,SCIENCE
CLARIFIED, http://www.scienceclarified.com/EI-Ex/Eutrophication.html (last visited Aug. 1,
2011) (Eutrophication is "a part of the normal aging process of many lakes and ponds.").
7. See Chapter 5: Economic Aspects of Eutrophication, UNITED NATIONS ENV'T
PROGRAMME, http://www.unep.or.jpfietcfPublications/techpublicationsTechPub- 11/5-3-1 .asp
(last visited Aug. 1, 2011).
8. Walter K. Dodds et al., Eutrophicationof U.S. Freshwaters: Analysis of Potential
Economic Damages, 43 ENVTL. SCI. & TECH. 12, 12 (2009).
9. SELMAN &GREENHALGH, supra note 4, at I.
10. Id.
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that both nitrogen and especially phosphorus, help restrict the growth of aquatic plants when present in low concentrations." However, excess loadings
of phosphorus and nitrogen in the water cause "rapid and extensive growth
of aquatic plants and algae,"' 2 an occurrence which at first glance may not
seem alarming. Nonetheless, oxygen depletion is often the result of such
unrestrained plant growth, 13 which can unfavorably influence animal and fish
of other unwanted and harmful effects, dispopulations and lead to a variety
4
below.'
detail
cussed in further
1.

Nature and Sources of Nitrogen and Phosphorus

Both phosphorus and nitrogen are naturally occurring elements."'
Phosphorus, combined with other substances as a phosphate molecule, 16 is
extremely popular commercially, 7 as is nitrogen, whose concentrations-in
the form of nitrate in waters-"have increased significantly in many countries since the 1960s, primarily due to the use of synthetic nitrogen fertilizers."' 8 To fully grasp the significance of nitrogen and phosphorus in cultural
eutrophication, one must consider the numerous sources of these nutrientsthe majority of which, not surprisingly, are based on a variety of human ac-

11.

See Michael S. Hubbard, Phosphorus, AUDUBON SOC'Y OF THE EVERGLADES (Mar.

2010), http://www.auduboneverglades.org/?page-id=540 (discussing the presence of phosphorus in freshwater surface systems as the limiting factor); see also V. H. Smith et al., Eutrophication: Impacts of Excess Nutrient Inputs on Freshwater, Marine, and Terrestrial Ecosystems, 100 ENVTL POLLUTION 179, 180 (1999).
Of the many mineral resources required for plant growth, inorganic [nitrogen] and [phosphorus] are the two principal nutrients that have been found to limit the growth of terrestrial

plants. This nutrient limitation of plant biomass is not restricted to terrestrial ecosystems
alone, however. The supply rate of [nitrogen] and [phosphorus] also strongly influences the

growth of algae and vascular plants in freshwater and marine ecosystems.
Id. (citations omitted).
12. Hubbard, supra note 11.
13. See id.
14. See infra Sec l1.B.
15. Smith et al., supra note 11, at 179 (discussing the global biogeochemical cycle of
carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus); see also Chapter5: Economic Aspects of Eutrophication,
supra note 7 ("Natural sources of nitrogen and phosphorus are derived from background nutrient cycles and biogeochemical processes, where the primary sources include nutrients in the
soil and atmospheric input.").
16. Hubbard, supra note 11.
17. Id. ("The most important commercial use of phosphorus is the production of fertilizers," and phosphorus is also used in explosives, fireworks, pesticides, and water treatment.).
18. Chapter5: Economic Aspects of Eutrophication,supra note 7.
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tivities-such as agriculture or industry and fossil fuel combustion. 9 They
can be classified into "point" and "non-point" sources.20
Point sources of nutrient pollution are those that are "localized and
more easily monitored and controlled."'21 Some of the examples of point
sources include runoff from municipal wastewater treatment plants-

considered the "largest point source of nutrient pollution" 22-and industrial
wastewater discharges from waste disposal sites and from mines, oil fields,
and unsewered industrial sites.2 3 Due to the ease with which point sources
are identified and regulated, many of them have been effectively reduced.24
Non-point sources of nutrient pollution, on the other hand, present a greater
challenge.25 They "are diffuse and much more difficult to monitor and regulate"2 6 because monitoring them involves dealing with a much larger number
of agents.27 Non-point sources are "excess run-off from development, silviculture, and agriculture, 2 8 from pastures and rangelands, 29 or "atmospheric
deposition over a water surface" 3 -which does not include deposition of

19. See SELMAN & GREENHALGH, supra note 4, at 2.
20. Smith et al., supra note 11, at 181.
21. Id.; see e.g., Chapter 5: Economic Aspects of Eutrophication,supra note 7 ("Point
sources of pollution are easier to identify and it is easier to design policies to reduce pollution
from point sources than from non-point sources."); see also Stephen Carpenter et al., Nonpoint
Pollution of Surface Waters with Phosphorus and Nitrogen, ISSUES IN ECOLOGY, Summer
1998, at 1.Carpenter provides a good explanation about the ease of controlling point sources:
Pollutant discharges from such sources tend to be continuous, with little variability over time,
and often they can be monitored by measuring discharge and chemical concentrations periodically at a single place ....[P]oint sources are relatively simple to monitor and regulate, and

can often be controlled by treatment at the source.
Id. at3.
22. Hubbard, supra note 11.
23. Smith etal., supra note 11, at 181.
24. See Carpenter et al., supra note 21. Still, one must pay attention to point sources
because of likely future expansion of urban areas and agricultural and other industries. id.
25. See Chapter 5: Economic Aspects of Eutrophication,supra note 7.
26. Smith et al., supra note 11, at 181.
27. Chapter5: Economic Aspects of Eutrophication,supra note 7; see also Carpenter et
al., supra note 21 ("Nonpoint inputs often arise from a varied suite of activities across extensive stretches of the landscape, and materials enter receiving waters as overland flow, underground seepage, or through the atmosphere.").
28. Chapter 5: Economic Aspects of Eutrophication, supra note 7. Most agricultural
practices involve heavy use of fertilizers containing nitrogen and phosphorus, which ends up
in the run-off. Id.; see also Carpenter et al., supra note 21, at 3.
29. Smith etal., supranote I l,at 181.
30. ld.
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phosphorus, but mainly nitrogen.3 1 Non-point sources are predominant causes of nutrient pollution.32
B.

Damaging Effects of Cultural Eutrophication,Generally

If one lives near a lake, a pond, or a river, they will have probablyunless the water is perfectly safe from any of the above mentioned sourceswitnessed the impacts of nutrient pollution at least at some point while living
near that body of water. The most common manifestation of excess nutrient
loadings in the water is an objectionable odor 33 and a bright green color coating the surface of the water caused by, ,34 the "dominance of the phytoplankton
by blue-green algae (cyanobacteria).
In coastal areas, the red or brown
tides are well known-these are algae blooms in marine ecosystems, which
cause widespread problems by releasing toxins and by spurring oxygen depletion as they die and decompose.35 Seemingly innocuous, the algae blooms
are in fact responsible for subjecting an ecosystem to a significant
amount of
36
stress by potentially furthering the loss in aquatic biodiversity:
As overabundant nuisance plants die, bacterial decomposers proliferate; as they work to break down this plant matter, the bacteria
consume more dissolved oxygen from the water. The result can be
oxygen shortages that cause fish kills. Eutrophication can lead to
loss of habitats such as aquatic plant beds in fresh and marine waters and coral reefs along tropical coasts.37

31. See Hubbard, supranote 11.
32. See Carpenter et al., supra note 21 ("Nonpoint inputs are the major source of water
pollution in the U.S. today. 72% to 80% of eutrophic lakes would require control of nonpoint
[phosphorus] inputs to meet water quality standards, even if point inputs were reduced to
zero."); see also Chapter 5: Economic Aspects of Eutrophication,supra note 7 ("In the U.S.

threatened or impaired uses of most lakes and reservoirs are associated with non-point
sources.").
33. Hubbard, supra note 11.
34. Smith et al., supra note 11, at 182. The cyanobacterial algae blooms are dangerous;
some of their compounds "are more toxic than cobra venom." Id.
35. Carpenter et al., supra note 21, at 4.
36. See id.; see also OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN., U.S. ENVTL.PROT. AGENCY, REP. No. 09P-0223, EPA NEEDS TO ACCELERATE ADOPTION OF NUMERIC NUTRIENT WATER QUALITY
STANDARDS
I '(2009), available at http://www.epa.gov/oig/reports/2009/20090826-09-P0223.pdf ("[Algal] blooms contribute to the creation of hypoxia or 'dead zones' in water bodies, where dissolved oxygen levels are so low that most aquatic life cannot survive.").
37. See Carpenter et al., supra note 21.
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The algal blooms also pose dangerous health risks, such as "rashes, eye
irritation, asthma attacks, or liver damage. 38 Other incredibly costly and
detrimental impacts of cultural eutrophication of water-especially from
health and economic standpoints-should not be underestimated and require
much attention, both on a local and national level. There is currently no
drinking water standard established for phosphorus as a phosphate in the
water because it does not have a directly harmful effect on humans.39 The
efforts to impose limitations on phosphorus have been derided by some industries. no Nutrient pollution which derives from nitrogen, however, presents
a more direct threat to the population's health. 41 "Nitrate in water is toxic at
high concentrations and has been linked to toxic effects on livestock and also
to 'blue baby disease' (methemoglobinemia) in infants. 4 2 Human-induced
eutrophication is also estimated to contribute significantly to economic
losses, though "[d]ocumentation of economic harm from eutrophication is
limited. 43 Nonetheless, setting reliable estimates of such losses is important.44
As of 2008, sources reported that the combined costs associated with
eutrophication in United States, freshwaters totaled $2.2 billion. 45 It is helpful to outline some of the most pertinent economic areas at risk associated
with cultural eutrophication. For example, with regards to recreational water
usage in fourteen different eco-regions-particularly during the summer
months in 2008, as "cyanobacterial blooms are most common during the
summer"46--it was concluded that the "current level of use [did] not
represent the full potential of lakes to attract recreational users. 4 7 The value
38. See POLICY ALERT: SUPPORT EFFECTIVE NUTRIENT POLLUTION LIMITS, CONSERVANCY
OF SOUTHWEST FLA., http://www.conservancy.org/Document.Doc?id=303 (last visited Aug. 1,

2011); see also Carpenter et al., supra note 21, at 5 ("Water-soluble compounds toxic to the
nervous system and liver are released when cyanobacterial blooms die or are ingested.").
39.

See OBREZA ET AL., supra note 5, at 5; see also Hubbard, supra note 11.

40. See id. Apparently, sugarcane growers demonstrate their ridicule for phosphorus
limits by having a glass of water from their farm ditches and laughing about what they deem
to be non-existent dangers of run-off. Id.
41. See Carpenter et al., supranote 21, at 6.
42. Id.
43. Dodds et al., supra note 8, at 12.
44. See id. Economic loss estimates from "human-caused environmental impacts" such
as cultural eutrophication can "potentially define problems for policy makers and direct focus
to areas with the greatest potential societal costs." Id.
45. Id.
46. Id.at 14.
47. Dodds et al., supra note 8, at 14. It was estimated that out of 450 to 465 and 305 to
315 million fishing and boating days respectively, 7.1 to 22.2 and 4.8 to 15 million days were
lost to eutrophication each year. Id. at 15.
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loss from nutrient pollution for recreational angling and boating could reach
48
$1.16 billion in five eco-regions.
Concerning costs of treatment of water for drinking purposes, the results of studies are similarly not favorable. Because "[e]utrophic systems
have more taste and odor problems from eutrophication, 4 9 the amount of
money spent on purchasing bottled water-rather than drinking tap water-is
staggering.50 Moreover, eutrophic water is a cause for more costs associated
with "[d]isruption of flocculation and chlorination processes at water treatment plants."51 The costs related to ensuring safe treatment of water in water
drinking systems was assessed to constitute around $150.9 billion.52 And
lastly, beautiful waterfront views usually attract many potential buyers of
waterfront property. Yet, if there are strange smells and colors emanating
from the water because of nutrient pollution, the value of such property
quickly falls.53
Overall, the trends of cultural eutrophication in the United States can be
thought to represent a "global phenomenon. 54 Across the globe, lakes,
streams, and other bodies of water are subject to dangerous effects of eutrophication.55 Nationally, "more than 80,000 miles of streams and rivers are
impaired due to nutrient pollution., 56 Energy consumption, world population, and extensive agricultural methods are all considered to be "drivers of
eutrophication"57 and are expected to increase in the future.58

48. Id.
49. Id. at 17.
50. Id. at 15 (Estimates indicate that "$813 million is spent annually on bottled water
because of taste and odor problems potentially linked to eutrophication.").
51. Smith, et al., supra note 11, at 185; see also Carpenter, et al., supra note 21 (reporting
also that when water contaminated with cyanobacterial blooms is processed at water treatment
plants, "high load[s] of organic detritus reacts with chlorine to form carcinogens known as
trihalomethanes.").
52. Dodds et al., supra note 8, at 18.
53. Id. at 16 ("[L]akefront property has significantly greater value with increased clarity,
[and] a decrease in property value of 15.6% occurs with every I-in loss in Secchi depth"-the
level of water transparency).
54. Id.
55. See SELMAN&& GREENHALGH, supra note 4, at 1.
56. Hubbard, supra note 1I; see, e.g., OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN., supra note 36, at 1
(depicting, as an example, the hypoxic zone in the Gulf of Mexico, which is the result of
excess nutrients from the Mississippi River).
57. SELMAN & GREENHALGH, supra note 4, at 1.
58. Id. "It is likely that eutrophication will increase most rapidly in the developing
world, where population, meat consumption, and energy consumption are expected to increase
more rapidly than in developed countries." Id. at 6.
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HI. THE DETERMINATION OF UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY

The EPA made its initial determination regarding new water quality
standards for nutrients for Florida on January 14, 2009. 59 The EPA praised
Florida for its commitment to managing and maintaining expenditures for
purposes of researching and analyzing various factors related to nutrient pollution. 6° However, it ultimately found that "continued population growth and
environmental and land-use changes," which contributed to the persistent
problem of nutrient over-enrichment in Florida, deemed it necessary for the
agency to specify new nutrient criteria. 61 The decision was immediately
hailed as one that could set in motion a change in the standards for nutrients
in other states.62
A. The Promulgationof Water Quality Standards: Statutes and Regulations

The background of the EPA's decision is important to discuss, as it

presents an overarching legal issue affecting all the parties and regulations
involved. Pursuant to the Clean Water Act of 1972 (CWA), 63 each state in

the United States, along with authorized tribes, 64 must develop new, or revise
existing, water quality standards, which shall:
[C]onsist of the designated uses of the navigable waters involved
and the water quality criteria for such waters based upon such
uses. Such standards shall be such as to protect the public health
or welfare, enhance the quality of water ....
Such standards shall

59. Letter from Benjamin H. Grumbles, Assistant Adm'r, U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, to
Michael Sole, Sec'y, Fla. Dep't of Envtl. Prot. 1 (Jan. 14, 2009), available at
http://www.dep.state.fl.us/water/wqssp/nutrients/docs/benjamin-grumbles-epa0I 142009.pd.
60. Id. at 1.
61. Id.
62. See, e.g., Lewis B. Jones, EPA to Promulgate Federal Nutrient Criteriafor Florida
Waters, 40 ENV'T REP. (BNA) 1589, 1589 (2009) ("EPA's determination in Florida could be a
harbinger of things to come in other states."); see also Kenneth J. Warren, Clean Water Act
Developments, in PRACTISING LAW INST., ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION AND COMMERCIAL
2010: How THE NEW ADMINISTRATION, CONGRESS AND THE COURTS HAVE

IMPLICATIONS

179 (2010). "EPA's decision to promulgate numeric nutrient criteria for
Florida waters is likely to constitute the beginning of a national standard setting effort." Id. at
178.
63. 33 U.S.C. § 125 1(a) (2006). The purpose of the Act was to "restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's waters." Id.
64. Letter from Benjamin H. Grumbles to Michael Sole, supra note 59, at 2.
CHANGED THE RULES
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be established taking into consideration their use and value for
public water supplies, propagation of fish and wildlife, recreational
purposes, and agricultural, industrial, and other purposes, and
65 also
taking into consideration their use and value for navigation.
Accordingly, the standards established by the states typically "define
the goals for a waterbody by designating its uses, setting criteria to protect
those uses, and establishing provisions to protect water quality from pollutants." 66 The EPA is authorized under the CWA to review water quality
standards adopted by the states, which are then submitted to the EPA and are
either approved or disapproved.67 Lastly, echoing the language of the CWA,
under the Code of FederalRegulations, "States must adopt those water quality criteria that protect the designated use. Such criteria must be based on
sound scientific rationale and must contain sufficient parameters or constituents to protect the designated use." 68 However, the Administrator of the EPA
shall also:
[Pjromptly prepare and publish proposed regulations setting forth
a revised or new water quality standard for the navigable waters
involved(A) if a revised or new water quality standard submitted by such
State... for such waters is determined by the Administrator not to
be consistent with the applicable requirements of this chapter, or
(B) in any case where the Administrator determines that a revised
69
or new standard is necessary ....
Thus, the Administrator has the power to determine that a particular
state's water quality standards are insufficient under the CWA, "even in the
absence of a state submission.' 7 The question then is whether the EPA had,
in fact, made such a determination in reference to promulgating new water
65.

33 U.S.C. § 1313(c)(2)(A).

66. OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN., supra note 36, at 2.
67. Id. "The [Clean Water] Act, passed in 1972, gives EPA the authority to review and
" Id.
approve State water quality standards ....
68. Protection of Environment, 40 C.F.R. § 131.11 (a)(l) (2010).
69. 33 U.S.C. § 1313(c)(4) (2006). The Administrator must then promulgate the newly
adopted standard within ninety days of its publication, unless the state has revised its water
quality standards in a manner that would prompt the Administrator to find them to be in accordance with CWA. Id.
70. Letter from Benjamin H. Grumbles to Michael Sole, supra note 59, at 2; see also 33
U.S.C. § 1313(c)(4)(B).
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quality standards-and more specifically, numeric nutrient criteria-before
the actual letter in 2009 from Assistant Administrator Benjamin Grumbles.
Such determination would have triggered the EPA's non-discretionary duty
to "promptly prepare and publish proposed regulations setting forth a revised
or new water quality standard" and more precisely, "to set numeric nutrient
criteria for Florida"'" long before the events in 2008 and 2009. The reasons
for determining that Florida's current nutrient standards are inadequate and
why the EPA's duty to adopt new standards may have arisen prior to 2009
are addressed in the next sections.
I.

The Initiatives of 1997 and 1998: Honoring the Clean Water Act

The late 1990s proved to be a distinctive period for reform in water regulations and directives. On the 25th Anniversary of the CWA in October
1997, former Vice President of the United States Albert Gore, Jr. announced
an initiative for "the relevant federal agencies to take a series of actions" as
part of stressing the importance of clean water in matters such as public
health, contamination of water due to polluted run-off, and a "comprehensive
approach to water quality. '7 2 Gore specifically mentioned nitrogen and
the
phosphorus as special risks facing the nation's waters and acknowledged
73
need to establish water quality standards for those pollutants.
The Clean Water Action Plan, prepared by the EPA and the Department
of Agriculture, presents a culmination of efforts to develop a clean water
initiative as urged by Gore. 74 The two agencies also filed an administrative
notice in the FederalRegister, which presents an overview of the Clean Water Action Plan 5 and requires definition of nutrient reduction goals: "EPA
will establish by the year 2000 numeric criteria for nutrients (i.e., nitrogen
and phosphorus) that reflect the different types of water bodies (e.g., lakes,
rivers, and estuaries) and different ecoregions of the country and will assist
states and tribes in adopting numeric water quality standards based on these

71. Jones, supra note 62, at 2 (quoting 33 U.S.C. § 1313(c)(4)).
72. Albert Gore, Jr., Vice President of United States, The 25th Anniversary of Clean
Water Act (Oct. 17, 1997) (transcript available at http:i/clinton4.nara.govIWHIEOP/OVPI
speeches/clean.html).
73. Id.
74. U.S. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY & U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., CLEAN WATER ACTION PLAN:
RESTORING AND PROTECTING AMERICA'S WATERS 1-2 (1998) [hereinafter CLEAN WATER
ACTION PLAN].

75.

See Clean Water Action Plan, 63 Fed. Reg. 14109 (Mar. 24, 1998).
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criteria."" The states would then be "required to incorporate these criteria
into their own standards by 2003."' 7
Finally, a few months after the notice in FederalRegister, as part of the
intent to help states and tribes in developing numeric nutrient criteria, the
EPA published its description of the approach for working with the states
and tribes in their efforts to develop numeric concentration levels for nutrients.78 The National Strategy explicitly provided that by December 31,
2003, the EPA expected all states and tribes to adopt and implement numerical nutrient criteria into their water quality standards. 79 The National Strategy expressed concern with numerous findings, such as those indicating the
states with primarily narrative water quality standards. 80 According to the
NationalStrategy, for those states utilizing the narrative nutrient standardsaimed at controlling problems associated with nutrient overenrichmentadditional work was necessary in order to better understand and manage nutrient impacts.8 1 Such concern may be due in part to another section of the
Code of Federal Regulations, which states: "In establishing criteria, states
should: 1) Establish numerical values based on: (i) 304(a) Guidance; or (ii)
304(a) Guidance modified to reflect site-specific conditions; or (iii) Other
scientifically defensible methods; (2) Establish narrative criteria or criteria
based upon biomonitoring methods where numerical criteria cannot be established or to supplement numerical criteria. 82 This language demonstrates
that EPA's preference lies with numerical values for nutrients and narrative
criteria should only be used where the numeric cannot be.83
The National Strategy was cited as a purported "determination" under
the CWA by five environmental groups who filed suit against the-then Administrator of EPA, Stephen Johnson. 84 Citing the National Strategy report,
Id. at 1411!.
Jones, supra note 62, at 2.
See U.S. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY, EPA 822-R-98-002, NATIONAL STRATEGY FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF REGIONAL NUTRIENT CRITERIA 1 (1998) [hereinafter NATIONAL STRATEGY],
76.
77.
78.

available at

http://www.epa.gov/waterscience/criteria/nutrient/strategy/nutstra3.pdf.

The

document was said to "implement national policy on the issues it addresses." Id. at vi.
79. Id. at9.
80. Id. at2.
81. Id.
82. Protection of Environment, 40 C.F.R. § 131.11(b) (2010).
83. See, e.g., Shimshon Balanson, Note, Holding Nature Responsible: The Natural Conditions Exception to Water Quality Standards of the Clean Water Act, 56 CLEV. ST. L. REV.
1057, 1065 (2008) ("Numeric water quality standards are preferred, but, in situations where a
quantitative standard is unavailable, surrogate qualitative and narrative standards may suffice.").
84. See Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, Fla. Wildlife Fed'n, Inc. v.
Johnson, 2008 WL 4076436 (N.D. Fla. July 17, 2008) (No. 408CV00324).
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the plaintiffs asserted that "Florida has failed to develop numeric nutrient
criteria for phosphorus and nitrogen" and that "Defendants have failed to
take action by promptly setting numeric nutrient criteria for Florida as mandated by the CWA." 5 The complaint shows the possibility of the EPA having a duty to set new standards long before the actual determination letter
made in 2009.
B.

Exploring Narrative vs. Numeric Nutrient Criteria

What is a numeric standard for nutrients? What signifies narrative criteria, which is the standard used in Florida and considered to be unsatisfactory for purposes of water quality standards in the 2008 complaint against the
EPA? In general, the National Strategy report provides:
Nutrient criteria is intended to be interpreted in its broadest sense,
covering both legal and scientific interpretations. Legally, a nutrient criterion is the numeric value which supports a particular
beneficial designated use in defining a water quality standard.
Scientifically, a nutrient criterion is meant to encompass both
causal and response variables (e.g., nitrogen or phosphorus levels),
as well as aquatic community response parameters such 8as
6 but not
limited to algal biomass, chlorophyll a,and secchi depth.

1.

The Numeric Nutrient Standard: What's in a Number?

A numeric standard would "define[] the maximum nitrogen and/or
phosphorus concentration in a waterbody that will permit that waterbody to
maintain its designated use. ' 87 The main focus of advancing numeric nutrient criteria "has been on lakes and reservoirs, with efforts to reduce nutrient inputs into streams resulting in facility specific effluent limitations." 8
The approaches to determining numeric nutrient criteria for a waterbody
differ based on the amount of data available. The most suitable approach is
considered to be one involving experiments or monitoring a waterbody or a
85.
86.

!d. at *5 n.1, 6.
NATIONAL

STRATEGY,

supra note 78, at 1; see also STATE-EPA NUTRIENT

EPA NUTRIENT
D-2 (2009), available at www.epa.gov/waterscience/
criterialnutrient/nitgreport.pdf ("Numeric nutrient criteria employ ecoregional or site-specific
water quality standards that utilize criteria for one or several key nutrient parameters to protect
aquatic and recreational designated uses from nutrient inputs.").
87. OBREZA ET AL., supra note 5,at 3.
88. STATE-EPA NUTRIENT INNOVATIONS TASK GRP., supra note 86, at D-2.
INNOVATIONS TASK GRP., AN URGENT CALL TO ACTION: REPORT OF THE STATE

INNOVATIONS
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group of water bodies in order to witness the amount of nutrients in the water
at which "an impact on the designated use is no longer acceptable. 89 Such
an approach tests the stressor-response relationship where "nutrient concentrations protective of designated uses can be derived from the estimated relationship" 90 and, therefore, can directly relate the "nutrient stressor" with the
undesirable biological response. 91 The EPA utilizes a five-step process in
deriving numeric nutrient criteria: 92
First, data are assembled, and the nutrient and response variables
on which the analysis will focus are selected. Second, the strength
of the cause-effect relationship between the selected nutrient and
response variables is assessed. Third, data are analyzed to estimate stressor-response relationships, and these stressor-response
relationships are used to derive candidate nutrient criteria. Fourth,
stressor-response relationships estimated by different statistical
approaches are compared and evaluated. Finally, candidate nutrient criteria are evaluated, and appropriate criterion values identified. 93

The selection of stressor and response variables is a detailed task because an "appropriate response variable ... can be used to measure whether
the designated use of [a] waterbody is supported" and "responds causally to
changes in nutrient concentration." 94 Should there be insufficient data for
ascertaining the stressor-response relationship, a reference (or a referencecondition) approach is used.95 Here, the first task would be to identify a reference site, or a body of water which "represent[s] least disturbed and/or
89. OBREZA ET AL., supra note
CRITERIA:
HISTORY AND STATUS

5, at 8; see also FLA. DEP'T ENVTL. PROT., NUENT
3, available at http:lwww.dep.state.fl.us/waterlwqssp/
nutrients/docs/fl-nnc-summary-100109.pdf (last visited Aug. 1, 2011) ('The most comprehensive and scientifically defensible approach ... is to establish criteria to protect against dependably measured adverse biological responses."); U.S. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY ET AL.,
EMPIRICAL APPROACHES FOR NUTRIENT CRITERIA DERIVATION 2 (2009) [hereinafter
EMPIRICAL
APPROACHES],
available at http://yosemite.epa.gov/sab/sabproduct.nsf/
WebProjectsbyNameBOARD!OpenView (follow the "Nutrient Criteria for Water QualityGuidance for Numeric Approaches" hyperlink to access the PDF file) ("[T]he use of nutrient
stressor-response relationships to derive nutrient criteria is one of the recommended approaches in USEPA nutrient criteria guidance.").
90. EMPIRICAL APPROACHES, supra note 89, at 2.
91. OBREZA ET AL., supra note 5, at 8.
92. EMPIRICAL APPROACHES, supra note 89, at 3.
93. Id.
94. Id. at 5.
95. See OBREZA ET AL., supra note 5, at 8 ("When there is not enough information to
determine stressor-response, then a reference approach is used.").
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minimally disturbed conditions.. and share[s] similar characteristics to the
waterbodies for which criteria are being derived. 96 The EPA suggests using
percentiles developed from reference sites, since those percentiles are indicative of a "biological integrity expected for a region." 97
2.

Narrative Nutrient Criteria and an Explanation of Florida's
Present Water Quality Standards

The EPA's proposed rule regarding water quality standards for Florida
describes narrative nutrient criteria as "descriptions of conditions necessary
for the waterbody to attain its designated use." 98 In many cases, a typical
statement of a narrative criterion includes "requirements that waters remain
'free from' certain characteristics. '99 The rule directly suggests that the narrative criterion is not well suited for water quality standards.' °
Florida currently applies such a narrative nutrient criterion, which
states, "In no case shall nutrient concentrations of a body of water be altered
so as to cause an imbalance in natural populations of aquatic flora or fauna."' 10 This language means that there is no defined concentration of nitrogen or phosphorus, but it is at that undefined concentration that the waterbody may become impaired." 2 FloridaAdministrative Code also provides that
"[t]he discharge of nutrients shall continue to be limited as needed to prevent
violations of other standards contained in this chapter."' 113 The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP) previously explained that the
reason for the state's preference in using narrative criteria is that nutrients are
very different from other pollutants.' °4 Unlike other pollutants which may be

96.

EMPIRICAL APPROACHES, supra note 89, at 2.

The numeric criteria are then derived

from compiled "measurements of causal and response variables from reference waterbodies";
the value is then selected from the distribution. Id.
97. Id.; see also FLA. DEPT. ENVTL. PROT., supra note 89, at 3 ("Using the 'reference site
approach,' EPA recommends setting criteria at an upper percentile value to represent a level
of nutrient concentration that will inherently protect aquatic life.").
98. Water Quality Standards for the state of Florida's Lakes and Flowing Waters, 75 Fed.
Reg. 4174, 4181 (proposed Jan. 26, 2010) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 13 1).
99. Id.
100. Id. ("[N]arrative criteria can be the basis for controlling nuisance conditions such as
floating debris or objectionable deposits.").
101. FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. r. 62-302.530(47)(b) (2010).
102. See OBREZA ET AL., supra note 5, at 2 (explaining that reaching this undefined concentration is when the nutrients can be expected to be harmful to the body of water).
103. FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. r. 62-302.530(47)(a).
104. Development of Numeric Nutrient Criteriafor Florida's Waters, FLA. DEP'T OF
ENVTL. PROT., http:/flwww.dep.state.fl.us/water/wqssp/nutrients/ (last updated Apr. 10, 2011).
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present naturally in ecodealt with using a "toxicity threshold," nutrients 0are
5
systems and are essential for proper functioning.1
Florida implements the narrative nutrient criteria in two ways, depending on whether the source is point or non-point.' °6 For point sources, FDEP
"conducts a site-specific analysis to determine whether a proposed discharge
has the reasonable potential to cause or contribute to an exceedance of the
narrative water quality criterion in the receiving water or any other affected
water."' 7 This site-specific analysis is used to derive National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System permits and in the development of Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs), which the Department defines as "[a] scientific
determination of the maximum amount of a given pollutant that a surface
water can absorb and still meet the water quality standards that protect human health and aquatic life."'0 8 In both instances, the state translates the
level of nutrients which would cause an imbalance in natural populations of
aquatic flora or fauna into numeric values for the affected waters.' °9 For
non-point source polluters, the state's revisions of its Impaired Waters
Rule 1 0 bring them under regulations and "require the implementation of Best
Management Practices (BMPs)."' ' A TMDL is still developed for that body
of water which is impaired and a Basin Management Action Plan (BMAP) is
derived, under which a "number of point and nonpoint sources of pollution
are regulated."' 1 2 Specifically, under BMAP, unpermitted nonpoint discharges must show implementation of BMPs.
3.

The 2009 Consent Decree: Rejection of Narrative Criteria

The FloridaWildlife Federationv. Johnson'"3 lawsuit resulted in the entry of a consent decree between the parties in August of 2009, which was
later approved by a court order'"' due to numerous objections from various
105. Id. Such variation contributes to the presence of very unique and different nutrient
requirements. Id.
106. Frequently Asked Questions Related to Development of Numeric Nutrient Criteria,
FLA. DEP'T OF ENVTL. PROT., http://www.dep.state.fl.us/water/wqssp/nutrients/faq.htm (last
updated Mar. 26, 2009).
107. Letter from Benjamin H. Grumbles to Michael Sole, supra note 59, at 3.
108. Total Maximum Daily Loads Program, FLA. DEP'T OF ENVTL. PROT., http://www.dep.
state.fl.us/water/tmdl/index.htm (last updated June 30, 2010).
109. Letter from Benjamin H. Grumbles to Michael Sole, supra note 59, at 3.
110. See FLA. ADMIN CODE ANN. r. 62-303.100 (2001).
111. STATE-EPA NUTRIENT INNOVATIONS TASK GRP., supra note 86, at D-7.
112. Id.
113.

No. 408CV00324, 2008 WL 4076436 (N.D. Fla. July 17, 2008).

114. Order Approving Consent Decree at *1, Fla. Wildlife Fed'n, Inc. v. Jackson, No.
4:08cv324-RH/WCS (N.D. Fla., Dec. 30, 2009).
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intervenors.115 The court stated that the National Strategy Report and the
Clean Water Action Plan-as distinct from the 2009 letter of determination
from EPA's Benjamin Grumbles-did not make it clear that they constituted
a "determination" under the CWA.' 16 The court also agreed with the plaintiffs in finding that Florida's narrative nutrient standard has
not been helpful
' 7
in solving the problem of "substantial nutrient pollution."
What exactly is the problem with having narrative nutrient standards as
opposed to numeric? After all, narrative standards are not entirely obsolete
when dealing with water quality protection. 18 Yet, according to some
sources, the narrative criteria has been compared to having speed limit signs
with no number on them and which instead vaguely read "Drive At A Reasonable Speed Considering Weather, Traffic and Lighting Conditions As
Well As Other Relevant Factors."'1 9 Other states have similarly conceded
that a narrative criterion assessment may be difficult because there is no concrete definition of a relationship between levels of nutrients and impairment
of designated uses.120 In Florida's case, performing site-specific analyses for
thousands of state waters is a "difficult, lengthy, and data-intensive undertaking." 12' There are significant advantages in using numeric nutrient standards
115. See, e.g., Proposed Intervenors' Memorandum and Expert Declarations in Opposition
to Entry of Consent Decree at 1, Fla. Wildlife Fed'n, Inc. v. Jackson, No. 4:08cv324-RH/WCS
(N.D. Fla., Oct. 5, 2009), 2009 WL 5128283 at * 1 (listing Florida Water Environment Association Utility Council, Florida Minerals and Chemistry council as intervenors, and arguing that
the consent decree is "contrary to the public good").
116. Order Approving Consent Decree, supra note 114, at *4. The court reasoned that no
determination was explicitly announced within the meaning of 33 U.S.C. § 1313(c)(4). See
id.; see also NATIONAL STRATEGY, supra note 78, at vi (explaining that the report is not a
regulation and does not substitute for the Clean Water Act).
117. Order Approving Consent Decree, supra note 114, at *5.
118. See OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN., supra note 36, at 2. The 2009 determination letter
from the EPA likewise states that: "in many circumstances, narrative criteria can be an effective tool for protecting designated uses, particularly when the scope and nature of the environmental problem is easily and clearly defined and derivation of appropriate control measures can be effectively and expeditiously accomplished (e.g., toxic pollutants and bioassessments)." Letter from Benjamin H. Grumbles to Michael Sole, supra note 59, at 8.
119. It's Time to End the Slime, FLA. WATER COAL., http://floridawatercoalition.org (last
visited Aug. 1, 2011); see also STATE-EPA NUTRIENT INNOVATIONS TASK GRP., supra note 86,
at D-3 ("[N]arrative criteria [is] open to interpretation due to their vaguely descriptive nature.").
120. See Nutrient Criteria Development, N.M. ENV'T DEP'T, http://www.nmenv.state.
nm.us/swqb/nutrients/ (last visited Aug. 1, 2011) (addressing the challenge of nutrient criteria).
121. Water Quality Standards for the state of Florida's Lakes and Flowing Waters, 75 Fed.
Reg. 4174, 4182 (proposed Jan. 26, 2010) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 131). Numeric
criteria for nutrients in Florida will enable the state to protect the designated uses of bodies of
water much faster. See id.
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promulgated by the EPA. For instance, instead of having an undefined
measure by which impairment caused by nutrients may be analyzed, numeric
nutrient criteria would, in fact, provide a definitive standard.'22
C.

Reactions to the ProposedRule: The Big Picture

The responses to the EPA's proposed criteria in Florida have not been
welcoming. 23 The rule itself has been criticized on multiple levels, and concerns arose immediately after the entry of the consent decree.' 2 4 The main
problems identified by opponents consist of the following: 1) the possibility
of recurring costs stemming from the new standards125-which would include modification of current nutrient-reducing operations; 26 2) the allegedly
"unattainable time frame" within which the nutrient pollution is to be addressed; 27 3) the lack of well defined scientific guidelines for establishment
of water quality standards; 28 and 4) the risk of new criteria not taking into
attention Florida's "remarkable ecological diversity. '129 The costs associated

122. STATE-EPA NUTRIENT INNOVATIONS TASK GRP., supra note 86, at D-3; see also Letter from Benjamin H. Grumbles to Michael Sole, supra note 59, at 5 ("Numeric nutrient criteria will provide more precise, predetermined targets that will facilitate more effective implementation of [the state's] programs and provide greater certainty as to the level of water quality necessary to protect the state's designated uses.").
123. See, e.g., David Fleshier, Tight Pollution Limits Proposedfor Canals, SUN SENTINEL
(June 13, 2010), http://articles.sun-sentinel.com/2010-06-13/news/fl-water-pollution-201006
14_1 hillsboro-canal-lakes-and-rivers-water-resource-manager ("Dozens of powerful oppo");
nents have lined up against the proposal [such as] paper, citrus and power companies ....
see also David Fleshier, Editorial, New EPA Water Rules Worth Every Penny, MIAMI HERALD
(Jan. 20, 2010), http://www.miamiherald.com/2010/01/20/1434649/new-epa-water-rulesworth-every.htmi (listing city and county governments as other groups opposing the rule).
124. See generally Proposed Intervenors' Memorandum and Expert Declarations in Opposition to Entry of Consent Decree, supra note 124, at I (demonstrating opposition to the consent decree from numerous groups).
125. Tom Brown, Florida Citrus Growers Reject EPA Water Rules, REUTERS, Apr. 23,
2010, http://www.reuters.com/article/2010/04/23/us-florida-citrus-epa-idUSTRE63M5A520
100423.
126. Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Motions to Dismiss at 2, Fla. Wildlife Fed'n,
Inc. v. Jackson, No. 4:08cv324-RH/WCS (N.D. Fla., Jan. 25, 2010).
127. Proposed Intervenors' Memorandum and Expert Declarations in Opposition to Entry
of Consent Decree, supra note 115, at 1.
128. Letter from John L. Hoblick, President, Fla. Farm Bureau Fed'n, to Lisa Jackson,
Adm'r, U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency 5 (Apr. 28, 2010), available at http://www.floridafarm
bureau.org/files/resources/issues/NNC.pdf.
129. Letter from Carol Ann Wehle, Exec. Dir., S. Fla. Water Mgmt. Dist., to Water Docket, U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency 2 (Apr. 28, 2010), available at http://my.sfwmd.gov/
portal/page/portal/ievelthree/Water%20Conservation (follow "News Archive" hyperlink;
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with complying with numeric nutrient standards by implementing BMPs for
entities such as agricultural producers is estimated to range from $855 million to $3.069 billion. 130 Row crops, silviculture, and citrus sectors will allegedly incur the highest costs at the start of implementation. 3' Because not
all agriculture in Florida is in compliance with the FDEP's drafts of developing numeric nutrient criteria, 132 "virtually all of agriculture acreage statewide
will be subject to implementation of typical BMPs and additional on-farm
water treatment/retention practices."'133 Others argue that the site-specific
analysis currently in use by the state is less costly than the proposed standards. 134 Another attack on the rule is the lack of "scientifically defensible
waterbody specific numeric nutrient criteria."' 13' For example, according to
some of the sources' experts, there was no established "relationship between
nutrient concentrations observed and any adverse ecological response observed through measurement of response variables.' 36
The consent decree provided "that EPA issue a final rule by October 15,
2010 for lakes and flowing water and by October 15, 2011 for estuarine and
coastal waters.' ' 137 The period within which comments on the new rule must
have been received was supposed to end on March 29, 2010. 38 Such deadlines were criticized as being made in "zeal to dispense with litigation.' ' 39 It
was also alleged that the deadlines were indicative of the fact that the EPA
"will not be swayed by any meritorious comments" regarding the establishment of numeric nutrient criteria. 40 And lastly, the reactions concerned a
follow "Memorandum" hyperlink under "April 2010;" then follow "Written Comments from
the South Florida Water Management District" hyperlink).
130. Richard Budell, et al., Economic Impacts and Compliance Costs of Proposed EPA
Numeric Nutrient Criteriafor Florida Agriculture 1 (2010), available at http://freemarket

florida.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Economic-impacts-of-EPA-Numeric-CriteriaFDACS-Report.pdf.
131.
132.

See id. at 4.
See id.at 2.

133. Id. at 7; see also Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Motions to Dismiss, supra
note 135, at 4 ("Operators of non-point sources, including many farmers, ranchers, and members of the agricultural interests . . . would be required to reduce their nutrient discharges
through the implementation of the TMDL program.").
134. See Letter from John L. Hoblick to Lisa Jackson, supra note 128, at 14.
135. Proposed Intervenors' Memorandum and Expert Declarations in Opposition to Entry
of Consent Decree, supra note 115, at *3.
136.

Id.

137.

Water Quality Standards for the state of Florida's Lakes and Flowing Waters, 75 Fed.

Reg. 4174, 4175 (proposed Jan. 26, 2010) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 131).
138. Id. at 4174.

139. Proposed Intervenors' Memorandum and Expert Declarations in Opposition to Entry
of Consent Decree, supra note 115, at *1.
140. Id. at *4.
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"one-size-fits-all" approach adopted by the EPA, meaning that the
same nu141
Florida.
in
waters
of
multitude
a
for
used
be
will
meric standards
The reactions to the EPA's promulgation of numeric nutrient standards
fail to take into consideration the bigger picture of nutrient pollution, which
remains a significant environmental issue in Florida, and which still persists
despite the efforts undertaken to manage it. 142 The EPA also reports that
over sixty percent of waters are impaired for nutrients in Florida. 143 Furthermore, there is a danger that waters which are still not analyzed will be
impaired, thus making the actual number of waters impaired for nutrients
higher.'" The estimated high costs related to implementation of numeric
nutrient criteria in agricultural and other industries, though significant, may
be a necessary sacrifice which will help to save money spent on cleaning up
the eutrophic water at the water treatment plants, as just one example. Additionally, the BMPs program's success should be much easier to assess with
numeric standards. 45 Numeric nutrient standards may provide a stable method of controlling nutrient run-off. Other factors, such as rising population
and Florida's flat topography, which "causes water to move slowly over the
landscape," will contribute to increased wastewater and more time for development of eutrophication.' 4 6 The delays resulting from current use of narrative nutrient standards, 147 along with the fact that the inadequacy of said
standards was identified more than eleven years ago, do not justify yet
another delay in addressing nutrient pollution. 48 Nor do the deadlines established by the consent decree signify unwillingness on the part of the EPA 1to
49
respond to comments made about the rule from residents and other groups.

141. Warren, supra note 62, at 179.
142. See Water Quality Standards for the state of Florida's Lakes and Flowing Waters, 75
Fed. Reg. at 4180-81. EPA indicates that both phosphorus and nitrogen concentrations have
remained stable in Florida and threats to public health and recreation continue due to frequent
algae blooms. Letter from Benjamin H. Grumbles to Michael Sole, supra note 59, at 6; see
also It's Time to End the Slime, supra note 119 ("For example, almost the whole Caloosahatchee River in Southwest Florida recently suffered a massive blue-green algae outbreak. The
St. Lucie River and estuary also suffered a massive toxic algae outbreak which caused a permanent loss of a half billion dollars in waterfront property values.").
143. Letter from Benjamin H. Grumbles to Michael Sole, supra note 59, at 6.
144. Id.

145.

OBREZAETAL.,supra

note 5, at7.

146. Water Quality Standards for the state of Florida's Lakes and Flowing Waters, 75 Fed.
Reg. 4174, 4180 (proposed Jan. 26, 2010) (to be codified at 40 C.F.R. pt. 131). "Florida is
Id.
I..."
currently the fourth most populous state in the nation .
147. Id. at4182.
148. Order Approving Consent Decree, supra note 114, at *6.
149. Id. at *5-6.
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The EPA even extended the comment deadline by thirty days because of the
enormous number of responses received regarding the proposed rule.' °
Despite complaints of lack of recognition of Florida's diverse ecology,
the EPA did address the uniqueness of the state's environment in the 2009
determination letter.15 ' It is highly unlikely that a "one-size-fits-all" approach would work in Florida, and the EPA recognized this by not only distinguishing between the bodies of water for which the numeric standard will
be implemented, but also by categorizing the make-up of waters and regions. 152 Perhaps the most important of reasons to have numeric nutrient
criteria for Florida is due to the crucially unique nature of the Florida's Everglades.
IV. EUTROPHICATION AND THE EVERGLADES WETLANDS

The Everglades are considered to be "the defining component of the
South Florida ecosystem,"'' 5 3 the subject of one of the most significant restoration projects in the United States, and famously "recognized as an ecosystem of great ecological importance."' 154 In the past, it stretched vastly for 220
miles from the city of Orlando down to Florida Bay, acting as a natural filter
150. News Release, U.S. Envtl. Prot. Agency, EPA Extends Comment Period to Hear
More from Floridians on Proposed Water Quality Standards (Mar. 4, 2010), [hereinafter News
Release], availableat http://www.epa.gov/ (follow "Read More Water News Releases" hyperlink; then follow "Earlier Releases" hyperlink).
151. See Letter from Benjamin H. Grumbles to Michael Sole, supra note 59, at 7 (mentioning Florida's climate, soils, and hydrology among some factors which contribute to the
special challenges).
152. It's Time to End the Slime, supra note 119.
Lakes are categorized into three groups (colored, clear & alkaline, clear & acidic) and specific

standards are proposed for each group. For streams, EPA is proposing four different watershed-based regions within Florida with different nitrogen and phosphorous criteria for each
region. EPA also took into account the need to protect downstream water bodies by proposing
equations that would be used to further limit nutrient levels when necessary to protect downstream lakes and estuaries. For springs and clear streams, EPA is proposing a nitrate-nitrite
criterion that would prevent nuisance algae.

Id.; see also Warren, supra note 62, at 179 (The "EPA would allow Florida to derive lakespecific criteria within EPA-specified ranges by considering, among other things, shading and
temperature variations.").
153. PERVAZE A. SHEIKH & NICOLE T. CARTER, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RS20702, SOUTH
FLORIDA ECOSYSTEM RESTORATION

AND THE COMPREHENSIVE

EVERGLADES RESTORATION

PLAN CRS-2 (2008), availableat http://www.nationalaglawcenter.org/assets/crs/RS20702.pdf.

154.

M. J. Chimney & G. Goforth, Environmental Impacts to the Everglades Ecosystem:

A Historical Perspective and Restoration Strategies, 44 WATER SCI. & TECH. 93, 93 (2001).

The Everglades National Park, for instance, is one of the three wetlands in the entire world to
be regarded as a "Wetland of International Importance under the 1987 Ramsar Convention."

Id.
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system for water overflowing from Lake Okeechobee. 55 The population of
Florida in mid-1800s, however, saw the Everglades as a mere "unproductive
swamp" and resolved to take advantage of the land by draining for agricultural and development purposes. 156 These activities, which increased as the
years went by, 57 have contributed to reducing the Everglades to only fifty
percent of its original size.1 58 Currently, the Everglades region consists of
three primary areas: 1) Everglades Agricultural Area, which is used for production of sugarcane and winter vegetables,' 59 2) Water Conservation Areas,
or 3500 km2 of "shallow, diked reservoirs,"' 60 and 3) the Everglades National
Park, or "5700 km2 preserved for wilderness and wildlife habitat."''
A.

The Effects of Nutrient Pollution on the EvergladesEcosystem

Researchers agree that Everglades had been oligotrophic (i.e., nutrientlimited), historically. 162 Excessive phosphorus presence in the Everglades
began in 1940s, when many acres of land were converted to agricultural production. 163 Canals carrying water from the Everglades Agricultural Area was
recently reported to contain high concentrations of phosphorus, 64 and
"[e]xcessive [phosphorus] loading has caused eutrophication in parts of the
[Water Conservation Areas].,,' 165 Additionally, high amounts of nutrients
entering both Lake Okeechobee and the Everglades have significantly de155.

SHEIKH & CARTER, supra note 153, at 2.
156. Id. at 2-3.
157. See PERVAZE SHEIKH & BARBARA JOHNSON, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., RL 32131,
PHOSPHORUS MITIGATION IN THE EVERGLADES 8 (2004), available at http://ncseonline.org/
NLE/CRSreports/04jan/RL32131.pdf (confirming that production intensified after 1959 and
increased four-fold by mid-1960s).
158. See Chimney & Goforth, supra note 154, at 93 (noting how agricultural and urban
development reduced the present-day Everglades).
159. Thomas V. Belanger et al., Effects of Nutrient Enrichment on the FloridaEverglades,
5 LAKE AND RESERVOIR MGMT. 101, 101 (1989).
160. Chimney & Goforth, supra note 154, at 93.
161. Belanger et al., supra note 159, at 102.
162. See, e.g., Chimney & Goforth, supra note 154, at 94 ("[T]he wetland is thought to
have been oligotrophic throughout its history."); see also Belanger et al., supra note 159, at
102 ("Historically, Everglades nutrient levels were low and controlled largely by nutrient
levels in rainfall.").
163. SHEIKH & JOHNSON, supra note 153, at 7; see also Chimney & Goforth, supra note
154, at 94 ("Changes in water quality and other environmental disturbances were detected in
[Everglades National Park] as early as 1938.").
164. See Chimney & Goforth, supra note 154, at 94. The run-off (with elevated levels of
nutrients) from Everglades Agricultural Area today flows into the Water Conservation areas
through a system of canals. Id.
165. Chimney & Goforth, supra note 154, at 95.
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graded water quality. 166 As a result of nutrients entering the Everglades,
there was a "decline in native vegetation and an overabundance of invasive
,,167
exotic species.
For example, excessive levels of phosphorus in the Everglades is
thought to be the primary factor behind the conversion of native
sawgrass marshes and sloughs to vegetation stands dominated by
cattails. This shift in vegetation has resulted in less habitat for
wading birds and other wildlife and reduced populations of several
native plant species. Further, the rapid growth of cattails is partly
responsible for clogging68waterways and altering the hydrology in
parts of the Everglades. 1

Nutrient enrichment is a significant problem for the Everglades, because
''components of the Everglades ecosystem appear to be highly responsive to
169
small changes in [phosphorus] concentrations."
B.
Why Numeric Nutrient CriteriaMay Be Beneficialfor the Everglades
Restoration

As the "biotic integrity of the remaining [Everglades] ecosystem was
threatened,"'' 70 there was a growing concern over detrimental impacts of
phosphorus. 7' Commendably, under the Everglades Forever Act (EFA)," 2
enacted in 1994 in Florida, there is already a numeric phosphorus limit in
place at least for one of the Everglades areas. 173 However, there are two is166. William B. Perry, Everglades Restoration and Water Quality Challenges in South
Florida, 17 EcoToxIcoLoGy 569, 572 (2008).
167. Sheikh & Carter, supra note 153, at 3.
168. Sheikh & Johnson, supra note 153, at 7.
169. Noe et al., supra note 169, at 603.
170. Chimney & Goforth, supra note 154, at 95.
171. Id.
172. FLA. STAT. § 373.4592(17) (2010). The Act was based on a 1992 consent decree
between the federal government and the South Florida Water Management District. Id. The
Act required the parties involved to comply with multiple guidelines in order to alleviate the
amount of urban and agricultural run-off entering the Everglades National Park and Loxahatchee National Wildlife Refuge. Id. The guidelines were designed to help limit the levels of
phosphorus in the run-off entering the wildlife areas. See United States. v. S. Fla. Water
Mgmt. Dist., 847 F.Supp. 1567, 1570-71 (S.D. Fla. 1992), aff'd in part and rev'd in part by
United States v. S. Fla. Water Mgmt. Dist., 28 F.3d 1563 (11 th Cir. 1994) (outlining the remedial measures).
173. FLA. STAT. § 373.4592(4)(e)(2) ("The phosphorus criterion shall be 10 parts per billion (ppb) in the Everglades Protection Area in the event the department does not adopt by
rule such criterion by December 31, 2003.").
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sues concerning the phosphorus limit provision. First, under the 2003
amendments of EFA, the deadlines for phosphorus mitigation became very
flexible. 174 The amendments specify a Long-Term Plan 175 for the Everglades, which: 1) would be implemented from 2003 to 2016, as opposed to
the December 2006 compliance deadline set by the 1994 Everglades Forever
Act and the consent decree; 17 6 and 2) did not explicitly require that a phosphorus criterion be met by 2006, despite referencing the December 2006
deadline.177 The amendments were criticized as an attempt to "postpone into
the distant future the deadline for cleaning up the polluted water flowing into
the Everglades."' 178 The second issue lies with the language used for the current phosphorus criterion for the Everglades: "In no case shall such phosphorus criterion allow waters in the Everglades Protection Area to be altered
so as to cause an imbalance in the natural populations of aquatic flora or fauna.",179 This language is highly reminiscent of the same wording used to describe the current narrative nutrient criteria in Florida. 80 Consequently, a reworking of the present numeric phosphorus criterion according to the EPA's
proposed rule may be necessary, considering that thus far, no storm water
treatment areas has produced effluent water with as little as ten parts per billion. 18 Also, some studies recommend using what seems to be suggestive of
stressor-response like methodologies to further understand the effects of
phosphorus enrichment:
Finally, more controlled experimental additions of [phosphorus]
should be done to separate the effects of concurrent [nitrogen] and
[phosphorus] additions ....

This research will help to alleviate

174. Sheikh & Johnson, supra note 153, at 1.
175. FLA. STAT. § 373.4592(3)(e)(3) (2003) (amended 2005).
176. Sheikh & Johnson, supra note 153, at 6.
177. FLA. STAT. § 373.4592(3)(b) ("The pre-2006 projects identified in the Long-Term
Plan shall be implemented by the district without delay, and revised with the planning goal
and objective of achieving the phosphorus criterion .... ).
178. Op-Ed, Everglades in Peril, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 21, 2003, http://www.nytimes.com
/2003/04/21 /opinion/everglades-in-peril.html?scp= I&st=cse.
179. FLA. STAT. § 373.4592(4)(e)(2) (2010).
180. FLA. ADMIN. CODE ANN. r. 62-302.530(47)(b) (2010).
181. Perry, supra note 166, at 572. "Storm water treatment areas use naturally-occurring
biological processes to reduce the levels of phosphorus in water that will enter the Everglades
to an interim goal of [fifty] parts per billion. The treatment objective is to achieve [ten parts
per billion], the established criterion for protection of Everglades biota." Id.; see also
(2010), available at
OF FLA., NUMERIC WATER QUALITY STANDARDS
AUDUBON
http://audubonoffloridanews.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/02/Numeric-Water-QualityStandards.pdf ("After a billion dollars of investment in stormwater treatment areas, and implementation best management practices, compliance with the Everglades 10 ppb phosphorus
standard still has not been consistently achieved.").
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controversy by identifying [total phosphorus] concentrations in
water entering the Everglades that can "prevent 82
an imbalance in
the natural populations of aquatic flora or fauna."1
The other piece of historic legislation dealing with restoration of Everglades is concerned with water "quantity, quality, timing, and distribution.' 83 That legislation is called Comprehensive Everglades Restoration
Plan (CERP), and it was approved in the Water Resources Development Act
of 2000.184 It proposes more than forty major civil works projects and sixtyeight project components. 85 Yet, no CERP projects have been completed
since its enactment, 86 and CERP itself is not a comprehensive plan for ecosystem restoration linked to water quality restoration program.8 7 Therefore,
"restoration success will depend heavily on the success of ... pollution reduction programs, which are outside the scope of CERP."' 8 8 And, the success of CERP and EFA will depend on the introduction of new methodssuch as the numeric nutrient criteria proposed by the EPA-in order to improve the quality of water used to restore the Everglades.
While there are presently efforts related to improvement of water quality in terms of curbing phosphorus enrichment, CERP's technical team
RECOVER has stated that "water quality and ecological models capable of
predicting [nitrogen] loading, cycling, resultant concentrations, and transport
still need to be developed.' ' 189 Moreover, the team asserted that "[b]y quantifying nutrient sources, flows, and transformations through monitoring and
assessment of freshwater marshes in the Greater Everglades, data will be
available to develop evaluation tools and to better understand downstream
effects of [nitrogen] export on estuaries,"'

90

and therefore, like the EPA, con-

firming a preference for numerical values for nitrogen water quality criteria.
Numeric nutrient standards may help prevent phosphorus and nitrogen

182. Noe et al., supra note 169, at 618.
183. Sheikh & Carter, supra note 153, at 3.
184. Water Resources Development Act of 2000, Pub. L. No. 106-541, § 601, 114 Stat.
2572, 2680 (2000).
185. Perry, supra note 166, at 571.
186. Sheikh & Carter, supra note 153, at 5.
187. See Perry, supra note 166, at 576 (stating that at present there is no such linkage
between water quality restoration and comprehensive ecosystem restoration).
188. See id. CERP only focuses in improving the quality of water wherefeasible, suggesting that it is not one of the priority issues in Everglades ecosystem restoration. Id. at 569.
189.

GREATER EVERGLADES WETLANDS NUTRIENT TOTAL NITROGEN CONCENTRATIONS IN

SURFACE WATER 1 (2007), available at http://www.evergladesplan.org/pm/recover/recover-

docs/ret/030807_getnconc_sw.pdf.
190. Id.
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enrichment, which "leads to a distinctly different ecosystem than the historic
oligotrophic Everglades."1' 91
V.

CONCLUSION

Undoubtedly, developing adequate and scientifically sound criteria for
nutrients in Florida will be an incredibly challenging and costly task. In the
case of the Everglades wetlands, much research and studies will be needed in
order to understand the link between water quality and the restoration needs
of a badly damaged ecosystem and whether the numeric criteria proposed by
the EPA supports the "same level of science backing up the Everglades
'
All of the above would understandably
[ten] part per billion standard."192
take a long time to accomplish. However, the EPA's rule regarding Florida's water quality standards is a great way to rectify many years of inaction and delay in attempting to fix the nutrient pollution problem in Florida and other states. As of August 2011, a federal appeals court for the Eleventh Circuit struck down an appeal filed by the intervenor groups such as
the South Florida Water Management District after the 2009 consent decree
was approved.19 3 The court reasoned that "a challenge to the consent decree
"does not ...

create the alleged substantive injury and [the]decision to re-

verse its approval would not redress the [a]ppellants' alleged grievances. ' 94
Though this outcome is favorable for proponents of the rules, there are still
significant challenges facing the implementation of the standards. But
,nonetheless,like a speed limit, which does not specify the numerical value
of the speed at which everyone should be going, a narrative nutrient criterion in Florida is very vague. The EPA's proposed rule, much like a real
numerical speed limit, will help minimize the impacts of nutrient pollution.

191.
192.
193.

Noe et. al., supra note 169, at 620.
AUDUBONOFFLA. supra note 181.
Fla. Wildlife Fed'n, Inc. v. S. Fla. Water Mgmt. Dist., No. 10-11121, 2011 WL

3298908, at *1 (11 th Cir., Aug. 2, 2011.)
194. Id. at *7.
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